April Monthly Mentor Tip:  
**Uncommon College Majors!**

Not sure what your mentee is interested in academically? Try discussing these unique majors they could earn a degree in and let them know that no matter where their interests lay, there will be a field of study for that!

**Adventure Education**
- **What do you study?** Learn how to use the great outdoors to expose people to challenging adventures and educate the public.
- **What kind of job can I get?** Work in a national park or adventure program.
- **Who offers this major?** Plymouth State University (NH)

**Oceanography and Coastal Sciences**
- **What do you study?** Focus on ecological and oceanographic processes from to coast all the way to the deep ocean.
- **What kind of job can I get?** Scientist, conservation, coastal ecology, wetland vegetation, coastal fisheries.
- **Who offers this major?** Louisiana State University.

**Theme Park Engineering**
- **What do you study?** Electrical Engineering, electrical power.
- **What kind of job can I get?** Engineer in theme parks, amusement parks.
- **Who offers this major?** California State University.

**Turfgrass Science**
- **What do you study?** Grass species, establishment, maintenance, and pest control of turfgrass used for sports and gold courses.
- **What kind of job can I get?** Golf course maintenance, professional lawn care, sales, athletic field maintenance.
- **Who offers this major?** Penn State.

**Wildlife Biology**
- **What do you study?** Preservation of all species, enhancement of wildlife habitat, control of wildlife problems.
- **What kind of job can I get?** Wildlife biologist, zoo keeper, wildlife rehabilitation centers, park rangers.
- **Who offers this major?** Wayne State.

*Partnering with kids from kindergarten to careers!*